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CHAPTER NEWS

This is our favorite time of year! The nominations  

for the 2015 Suncoast EMMY® Awards will be revealed  

on the chapter website, suncoastchapter.org, Monday,  

October 19th. But some of you won’t have to wait that long! 

Sneak Peek is back! Starting October 12th you can go to the 

Suncoast Chapter’s Facebook page and for the next 7 days,  

we will reveal the nominees in a different category each day. 

The categories are chosen at random, so be sure to check 

out Facebook each day.  And good luck to everyone who  

entered this year’s Suncoast EMMY® Awards!

STARTS 
OCT. 12th!

 
SNEAK PEEK

is only on Facebook!

https://www.facebook.com/NATAS-Suncoast-Chapter-Emmy-Awards-140699781389/timeline/?ref=hl
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CHAPTER NEWS

SAVE THE DATE! SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5TH!
THE 2015 SUNCOAST EMMY® AWARDS

This year’s EMMY® AWARDS will be held at the Westin Beach Resort & Spa on beautiful Fort Lauderdale beach! It’s a perfect 
opportunity to make it a nice long weekend. 
Tickets go on sale Wednesday, Oct. 21st on the
chapter website, suncoastchapter.org and they 
always sell out fast! 

http://www.suncoastchapter.org
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HOW EMMY® AWARDS ARE JUDGED
                                                      If you entered the 2015 Suncoast EMMY® Awards, here is an explanation of the way your entry was judged.

                                                  The Suncoast Chapter is one of nineteen Chapters in the United States.  We have been granted by our  
                                                parent organization, The National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, the rights to bestow EMMY®  
                                             Awards within the Suncoast region of Florida, Louisiana, Mobile, Alabama, Thomasville, Georgia and the  
                                          Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.  The other Chapters have similar rights in different regions of the country.    
                                            All of these rights are subject to rules made by The National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences.

                                               No EMMY® Award entries are judged within the Chapter where the entry originated.  All entries submitted 
                                                     in the Suncoast EMMY® Awards are judged by peer television professionals in other Chapters.  
                                                            Photographers in other Chapters judge Suncoast photography entries, news professionals in other        
                                                                    Chapters judge Suncoast news entries, etc.  The judging panels are composed of at least five                                                                         
                                                                qualified people who score each entry against a standard of excellence—a score of ten is the    
                                                                   highest mark of excellence; one is the lowest.  

                                                                   The scores are returned to the Suncoast Chapter’s CPA, Ronald Martin.  He tabulates the scores  
                                                                  of each entry in every category.  He prepares two sequences of the scoring, one for English- 
                                                                   language entries and another for Spanish-language entries.  He prepares a special breakdown for  
                                                            a meeting with the Awards Committee of the Suncoast Chapter.  The breakdown displays numerous       
                                                       columns.  Each has a meaningless heading, such as “AA”, “AB”, “AC”, etc.  Underneath the heading is a list of  
                                             numbers.  The columns represent entry categories in the Suncoast EMMY® Awards.  The numbers represent 
the scores awarded to specific entries.  Neither the categories or the identity of the entries are revealed to the committee.  The 
process is completely blind.  

The rules say, The Chapter’s Awards Committee, in consultation with its requisite awards accounting firm, shall determine the level 
of excellence for each of the disciplines (categories) judged.  (The Suncoast Chapter has used its entire Board of Governors as the 
Chapter’s Awards Committee.)  Note that the language of the rule requires the Chapter to 
employ an accounting firm.  The job is to determine a score for nominations and a higher 
score for recipients.  In column AA, in the example to the right, the committee might decide 
that the two entries above a 7.1 would receive a nomination and that the sole recipient would 
be the entry receiving the score of 8.9.

The judging ballots state that scores of 5 – 6 are “Possibly Worthy”, 7 – 8 are “Worthy” and 9 – 10 are 
“Definitely Award Worthy”.  This scale indicates the range in which entries are worthy of a nomination.  
The exact score worthy of an EMMY® Award in any category is subject to the Chapter’s Award 
Committee’s judgment of what a score of excellence is in that category.

CHAPTER NEWS

   
   Column AA

   8.9
       7.1
       5.6
       5.0
       3.4
       2.8
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HOW EMMY® AWARDS ARE JUDGED
Rules for Spanish-language entries
(from the Regional Awards Manual, prepared by the National Awards Committee) English-language entries from a given area will 
be judged by a panel of English-speaking judges while Spanish-language entries from the same area will be judged by a panel of  
Spanish-speaking judges.  The scores produced by these two panels must not be combined; instead the scores must be interpreted 
separately by your CPA firm for final “cut-off” evaluation.

Drawing the line
Because all of the judging panels are different, the scores for each category are unique to that category.  Therefore, when drawing 
the line, the scores in each blind category should not be compared to those in another category.  The line must be based only on 
the scores in the category itself.

David Ashbrock, former Chairman of the National Awards Committee wrote,  
Judging panels are very different and scores within a given category 
reflect the uniqueness of that particular group of peer judges.  By 
interpreting scores on a curve, we’re able to diminish the disparity among 
judging panels.  It’s as much an ‘art’ as it is a ‘science’.  As a general rule of 
thumb, 30% of  entries ought to be nominees and 10 – 15% ought to be
recipients.

Linda Giannecchini, the Vice Chairman of the National Awards 
Committee agreed and offered these additional remarks:
Your Chapter’s percentages to entries, nominations and recipients are 
pretty much where they should be.  I wouldn’t suggest drawing the line 
for recipients any lower.  Everyone can’t be a winner.

The shared experience of most Chapters regarding lowering the line 
to allow a greater number of recipients is that “giving them out like 
candy” causes the EMMY® to lose value.  It just doesn’t mean as much
if it isn’t hard to get.  To put it another way, it doesn’t mean as much 
if the EMMY® doesn’t stand for excellence in television.

The Suncoast Chapter has used a rough guideline of 10% of entries for 
determining recipients and 35% for determining nominees.  These are 
not absolute numbers and vary slightly from year to year depending 
on the actual scores.

If you have questions, please send them to emmysuncoast@gmail.com.

Nominations in the 2015 Suncoast EMMY® Awards will be announced  
on the Suncoast Chapter’s website suncoastchapter.org on Monday, 
October 19, 2015.

CHAPTER NEWS                    
 
 

2015 EMMY® NOMINATIONS

SNEAK PEEK
Starts October 12th

Be the first to get the low down  
before the official nominations are 
announced on the chapter website  
Oct. 19th. Starting Oct. 12th, “like us” 
on Facebook and watch as we 
reveal some of the 2015 
Suncoast Emmy® 
Nominees! 

suncoastchapter.org

http://www.suncoastchapter.org
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                   CYNTHIA DEMOS IS LEAVING WFOR MIAMI
           
                    

CBS4 weekend anchor Cynthia Demos is leaving the Miami CBS-owned station. 

Cynthia will become a managing partner at The Dana Agency, an event planning firm 
with offices in Los Angeles, New York and Miami owned by Dana Rhoden. Demos is  
also running her own video production and media training company, Cynthia Demos
Communications. 

Cynthia says she will now have her nights and weekends free to spend time with her  
three-year-old son and five-year-old daughter. 

Cynthia joined WFOR in 2007.  Previous to WFOR, Cynthia spent five years at WFTV anchoring alongside Jorge Estevez.

Her last day will be Sunday, October 11th. We wish her all the best!

MORE PEOPLE MOVES AT WFOR
                        

WFOR has promoted morning anchor Rudabeh Shahbazi to evening news co-anchor with Rick Folbaum. WFOR reporter Laura 
Pastrana has taken over the morning co-anchor duties.

Shahbazi, who arrived at WFOR from Los Angeles in August, replaces Irika Sargent, who left WFOR for WBBM in Chicago.

                WESH BRINGS WEATHER FORECAST OUTDOORS

WESH is taking its meteorologists into the great outdoors.

The Orlando Sentinel reports the Orlando NBC affiliate has started doing forecasts from 
the station’s patio.

Meteorologists stand under a covered area in front of a monitor and broadcast via an 
outdoor-protected camera. The equipment moves, giving the broadcasters flexibility in 
presentation and at times they can be out in the grass.

Chief meteorologist Tony Mainolfi said in an email: “The weather changes so fast in Central Florida. Whether it’s afternoon rain, 
heavy storms or the summer heat, doing weather outdoors shows immediate and real-time conditions. This allows viewers to 
get a better and more accurate perspective of the weather.”

CHAPTER NEWS

REGIONAL NEWS



WFTV drone demonstration flight
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                 ORLANDO STATION STARTS USING DRONES

Orlando ABC affiliate WFTV has started using drones in its news coverage.

WFTV GM Paul Curran told the Orlando Sentinel the FAA is allowing the 
station to fly its drone “provided we adhere to rigorous safety and 
regulatory practices (something we want as much as them).”

To viewers concerned about what this new coverage might mean, Curran 
said: “We will walk before we run from a coverage standpoint as there are 
restrictions over flying near populated areas (for good reason). Even though 
though we will be flying with a licensed pilot and observer, our initial 
plan will be to stick to opportunities where we can provide viewer benefit
in less populated zones.”

Curran also stressed that the drone flights will be logged in a similar fashion to regular airplane flights and the station will put 
forth its flight plans 24 hours in advance. Curran said early coverage will likely focus on features and specials instead of breaking 
news and live weather.

“Weather aftermath pictures are certainly in the mix short term,” he said. “We can certainly find innovative ways to use these 
drones for breaking news in the future, but until a safe and approved policy is enacted, we will continue to use our Chopper 9 
helicopter for that angle to our coverage.”

REGIONAL NEWS

COMING OCTOBER 12, 2015

2015 EMMY NOMINATIONS®

http://www.wftv.com/videos/news/wftv-makes-drone-demonstration-flight/vDbnx3/
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN THE SUNCOAST REGION
           
WPBT Miami, Florida
Freelance Production Opportunities 
Freelance Producers, Associate Producers, and Production Assistants needed for various WPBT2 productions, including public 
affairs, educational, arts and science programming. Seeking candidates with experience in studio and/or field productions. 
Successful candidates will possess excellent oral and written communication skills, computer proficiency, and knowledge of 
social media platforms. Must be reliable, organized, and self-motivated. All experience levels encouraged to apply. Shooting  
and editing proficiency a plus. humanresources@wpbt.org

Martí Noticias
Martí Noticias is looking for journalists, reporters, writers, and producers for web, social media, radio and TV.
We can only consider candidates who have sent resumes to OCBTALENT@BBG.GOV

List of positions available and details about the application process can be found here: http://1.usa.gov/1hmQJyl

WJXT Jacksonville, Florida 
Web News Editor (Part time) 
WJXT-TV, is looking for a digital journalist to work part time to update website and app content. Need strong writing stills and 
familiarity with photo editing and content management software. No phone calls please! Send resume and newscast link to: 
spatrick@wjxt.com

First Coast News Jacksonville, Florida 
Creative Content Producer/Editor Videographer 
First Coast News, Jacksonville’s NBC & ABC duopoly, is seeking a Creative Content Producer/Editor Videographer to develop  
and produce engaging enterprise  content — written, shot and edited — for a variety of broadcast and digital platforms.  This 
producer will join a creative team already in place that is writing and producing two hours of local live programming every day. 
This position will be provide all video, graphic and editing support, for both the live broadcasts, and on location shoots as well.    
Looking for a flexible and forward thinking individual, adept at social media and willing to work in a fast paced environment.   
Two-years  experience in editing and shooting preferred.  http://bit.ly/1MTJoSi

WPMI Mobile, Alabama 
Weekend Audio Operator 
LOCAL 15 WPMI-TV is seeking a Weekend Audio Operator. An ideal candidate for this position should have a background in 
audio board operation and work well under pressure.  http://bit.ly/1M6kSig

WVUE New Orleans, Louisiana 
Digital Content Producer 
WVUE is looking for a full-time digital content producer to embrace its growing digital efforts and publish content to 
fox8live.com, the FOX 8 mobile apps, and social media networks.  http://bit.ly/1WHJh0U

REGIONAL NEWS
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THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF TELEVISION ARTS & SCIENCES ANNOUNCES  
WINNERS AT THE 36TH ANNUAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY EMMY® AWARDS
Ted Turner, Media Visionary and Founder of CNN, Receives Lifetime Achievement Award
           
New York, N.Y. – September 28, 2015 – The News & Documentary Emmy® Awards were 
presented at a ceremony at Lincoln Center’s David Geffen Hall in New York City.

The event was attended by more than 1000 television and news media industry executives, 
news and documentary producers and journalists. Emmy® Awards were presented in  
45 categories.

“Tonight, The National Academy honors the men and women from around the globe who 
strive to bring us the events of our ever-changing world so we can be better informed and 
better educated citizens,” said, Chuck Dages, Chairman, NATAS.

Ted Turner, a media visionary who founded CNN, the world’s first 24/7 cable news network,  
and revolutionized the world of television news, was honored with the Lifetime Achievement  
award for News & Documentary. The award was presented by Larry King, host of Ora TV’s  
Larry King Now. King’s Larry King Live anchored CNN’s primetime lineup for a quarter of a century.

“There is no man that has made a bigger or more long-lasting impact on the world of television news than Ted Turner,” 
said Bob Mauro President, NATAS. “His vision, leadership and flawless execution and launch of CNN was and is unparalleled in 
our industry.”

This year’s award presenters included: Miguel Almaguer, NBC News National Correspondent reporting on all platforms, including 
NBC Nightly News, Today, Dateline NBC, MSNBC, and The Weather Channel; María Celeste Arrarás, host of Telemundo’s Al Rojo Vivo 
con Maria Celeste and co-anchor of Noticiero Telemundo; Wolf Blitzer, CNN’s lead political anchor and the anchor of The Situation 
Room with Wolf Blitzer; N.J. Burkett, award-winning correspondent for New York’s WABC-TV, and a member of the Executive  
Committee and Board of Trustees of The National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences; Joie Chen, host of America Tonight,  
Al Jazeera America’s daily prime time news and current affairs program; Jose Díaz-Balart, anchor of Telemundo’s Enfoque con 
José Díaz-Balart, co-anchor of Noticiero Telemundo, and host of The Rundown with José Díaz-Balart on MSNBC; David Muir, anchor 
of ABC World News Tonight with David Muir and co-anchor of ABC’s 20/20; Bruce Paisner, President & CEO, The International Academy 
of Television Arts & Sciences; David Rhodes, President, CBS News; Marvin Scott, Senior Correspondent of New York’s PIX 11 News 
at 10, host of the weekly issues-oriented program PIX 11 News Closeup and a Trustee of The National Academy of Television Arts & 
Sciences; Martin Smith, founder of RAIN Media and award- winning correspondent for PBS’ FRONTLINE; Chuck Todd, NBC News 
Political Director and the moderator and managing editor of Meet the Press.

Yangaroo, Inc. is the official provider of the Digital Media Distribution System Awards Management Solution (“DMDS”) for the 
submission, judging and voting of all programs in the 36th Annual News & Documentary Emmy® Awards. Accounting services for 
the competition are provided by the firm of Lutz & Carr, LLP. International Emmy® Awards are tabulated by the accounting firm 
Ernst & Young.

NATIONAL NEWS

Larry King presents Lifetime
Achievement Award to Ted Turner
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THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF TELEVISION ARTS & SCIENCES ANNOUNCES  
WINNERS AT THE 36TH ANNUAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY EMMY® AWARDS
           
The numerical breakdown by award recipients, by broadcast, cable and broadband entities, as compiled by the independent 
accountancy firm of Lutz & Carr LLP, follows:

A complete list of the 36th Annual News & Documentary Emmy Award recipients is also available on the National Academy’s 
website at www.emmyonline.com.

NATIONAL NEWS

 HBO                                  1
 Investigation Discovery 1 
 MSNBC  1 
 National Geographic Wild  1 
 Netflix  1 
 {THE AND}  1 
 Telemundo  1 
 

 KNTV-TV 1

 PBS                                                    17 
 CBS 9 
 NBC  4 
 Univision  3 
 The New York Times  2 
 ABC  1 
 CNN  1 
 Guardian US/Texas Observer  1

Regional Reporting Winners

 KFOR-TV 1 

2015 EMMY® NOMINATIONS

Starting Oct. 12th • Like us on Facebook • Be the first to get the low down!

http://emmyonline.com
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Officers
Chip Richards, President and Trustee, 
Production Manager,  WLRN-TV, PBS, Miami

John Mays, 1st Vice President and Trustee, 
Production Manager, WFOR/CBS4, Miami

Maria Cristina Barros, 2nd Vice President and Alternate Trustee,
Director of Marketing and Community Relations,  
WSCV/Telemundo 51, Miami

Karla MacDonald, Secretary, Executive Director

Betsy Behrens, Treasurer, Retired television producer

Board of Governors
Barbara Alfonso, Director, TeleXitos, Miami

Reizel Larrea-Alvarez, Producer, iZoom Productions, Miami

Joyce Belloise, Executive Producer, WPBT Channel 2, Miami 

Pam Giganti Bunge, News Anchor, WTVJ/NBC6, Miami

Natalia Crujeiras, Director of Digital Media & Social Strategy 
for the Office of Cuba Broadcasting, Miamii 

Michele Gillen, Chief Investigative Reporter,  CBS4 News, Miami

Frances Hernandez, Manager, Production Administration,
WPBT Channel 2, Miami

Michael Parente, Creative Services Director,  WSVN 7, Miami

Rocio Ramierez-Pellicer, Creative Copy Producer, 
AMC Networks/Sundance Channel Global, Miami

Darwin Robles, Creative Services Director, 
América CV Network, Miami

Danny Rodriguez, Senior Designer, WTVJ/NBC6, Miami

Liz Roldan, News Director, WFOR/CBS4, Miami

Kerry Weston, Futures Planner/Assignment Editor, 
Local10  WPLG, Miami

Max Wyler, Owner, Accord Productions, Coconut Grove

Committee Chairs
Art & Design
Stacey Panson, Designer, Ft. Lauderdale

EMMY® Awards
John Mays, Production Manager, WFOR/CBS4, Miami

Scholarship
Angela Ramos, Programming & Public Affairs Director,
WLTV/Univision23, Miami

Karla MacDonald, Executive Director
Tel. 954-322-3171 e-mail emmysuncoast@gmail.com

TO SUBSCRIBE TO TUBE TALK: Send mail to: emmysuncoast@gmail.com with the 

following command as the body of your e-mail message: subscribe tube talk

TO UNSUBSCRIBE TO TUBE TALK: Send mail to: emmysuncoast@gmail.com with 

the following command as the body of your e-mail message: unsubscribe tube talk

Submissions related to television in the Suncoast region of Florida, 

Mobile, Alabama, Louisiana and Puerto Rico are welcome. Send to 

emmysuncoast@gmail.com




